Eastern Washington University
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Winter Concert

EWU Symphonic Band
Directed by Don Goodwin

EWU Lab Jazz
Directed by Jesse Flanagan and Luke Brockman
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7:30 p.m.
Music Building Recital Hall
Program

Lab Jazz Ensemble
Luke Brockman and Jesse Flanagan, directors

Fly me to the moon
Lady Bird
Potato Face

arr. Mark Taylor
arr. Tom Molter
Tom Molter

Symphonic Band
Don Goodwin, director

A Festival Prelude
An American Elegy
President Garfield’s Inaugural March (1881)
Thrashing Bee (from The Land of Wheat)
Thrashing Bee
Saturday Spree
Africa: Ceremony, Song and Ritual

Alfred Reed
Frank Ticheli
John Philip Sousa
Don Gillis
Robert W. Smith
EWU Symphonic Band

Flute
Michelle McNaughton *
Amelia Dallen
Julia Woodbury
Robyn Cross
Kendra Powers-Engdahl
Ashley LaFrantz

Clarinet
Kevin Laws *
Josh Lindberg #
Alicia Grubbe
Cara Reidy #
Marlene Harrison
Kaelynn Jones #

Alto Saxophone
Colt Milton *
Matthew Davenny

Tenor Saxophone
Tyler Cline

Bari Saxophone
Jacob Lorber *

Horn
Jeremy Larson *#
Ky Curry

Trumpet
Sean Gienapp *
Adam Gaulke
Skylar Belfry
Corey Oglesbee
Carol Carson
James Bayman
Jesse Flanagan **

Trombone
Peter Tijerina *
Drake DaPonte
Tyler Crume
Brady Wickett
Luke Selfridge

Euphonium
Andrew Stutzman *
Tim Lynch

Tuba
Kyle Beazley *
Jacob Blankenship
Mark Morrison

Bass
Candice Jones

Piano
Riley Gray #

Percussion
Renee Honn *
Chandler Johnson
Stephanie Johnson
Kellen Morgan
Thomas Patton
Danny Schroeder
Caleb Thompson
Dustin Waite
Matthew Peters
Eliud Ayala #
Bailey Noble #
Lauren McKinley #
Garrett Stannard #
Nick Bowden #
Alek Gayton #
Kenny Sager #

* section leader
# wind ensemble guests

EWU Lab Jazz

Saxophone
Colt Milton *
Matthew Davenny
Tyler Cline
Kevin Laws
Courtney Herom-Cobb

Trumpet
Sean Gienapp *
Corey Oglesbee
Jassminne Burke (Violin)
Skylar Belfry

Trombone
Tyler Crume *
Brady Wickett
Matt Frankiewicz
Kyle Beazley

Rhythm
Candice Jones (Bass)
Cara Reidy (Guitar)
Dustin Waite (Drums)
Alex Coleman (Drums)
Eliud Ayala (Drums)
Renee Honn (Vibes)
Larry Key (Piano)**

* section leader
** graduate student